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1. Executive Summary 

The goal of this deliverable is to report insights, takeaways and lessons learned through the experiences of 
the PoliVisu pilots. The past months the PoliVisu pilots have experimented with data-driven policy making. 
Their experiences, what went well, and what went wrong were written down, and from these experiences, 
general conclusions and more specific takeaways were extracted. First, more general findings, such as the 
policy making model, the policy-oriented data activities framework and lessons for a data-driven 
organisation, are listed. In the last chapter, more specific and practical take-aways and tips from pilots are 
shown. 

Data-driven policy making allows a local government to design and evaluate policies, based on data 
concerning the subject. The advantages are that the policy problem can adequately be assessed beforehand, 
clarifying the problem at hand. At the same time, policy decisions can be evaluated afterwards, verifying 
whether the expected changes occurred.  

The policy making model that was developed in the PoliVisu project provides a theoretical framework for 
data-driven policy making. It consists of 3 stages that are cyclical and can overlap each other. In the design 
stage, a policy is designed, during the implementation stage, the policy is implemented in the public 
administration, and during the evaluation stage, the policy is evaluated. All of these stages are supported by 
data and by insights coming from this data. In part 3.1, the policy making model is further explored, and at 
every step, it is illustrated how data can support the policy making process. 

In 3.2 a framework for policy-oriented data activities is demonstrated. This framework shows how policy-
oriented data activities are viewed from different perspectives (policy maker, data scientist, data engineer 
and developer) because, depending on the interest and expertise of the actor, different needs concerning 
data are present. The iterative nature of data analysis and visualisation is shown, and possible analysis 
methods and their positions in this cycle are displayed. The concept of decision intelligence, where the 
importance of matching the answer of the data analysis with the policy question, is further explained and it 
is concluded that visualisations play a vital role in data-driven policy making.  

In 3.3 the characteristics of a data-driven organisation are presented. First, we indicate the importance of 
multidisciplinary teams. Data-driven policy making requires a specific but divergent set of skills, and not one 
person can have all these competencies. Therefore collaborations between partners with variable profiles 
(technical and political) must be set up. During these partnerships, it is essential to assign roles, know who is 
responsible and who is accountable. In a data-driven organisation, a lot of expertise is present, and the 
question is how you organise this expertise. This can be done in a central or decentral way. Finally, we 
discuss how deeply data is embedded in the functioning of the organisation and how this is a process. Being 
aware of this process, where you are, and how to proceed poses major advantages.  

In the final part, part 4, more specific conclusions from the pilots are formulated. The experiences from the 
pilots result in concrete takeaways, clustered around collaboration, data and tools/visualisations. We can 
conclude that collaboration with partners from different backgrounds and with diverse expertise is essential 
and that these partnerships need to start as early as possible, with proper agreements. Data is the backbone 
of policy making, and through tools, great visualisations can be created. These visualisations are the starting 
point and the guideline for discussions concerning policy problems. Gathering the data, developing tools and 
constructing visualisations is a process that is evaluated continuously, allowing for improvements to be 
made at any time. This is the strength of data-driven policy making.  
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2. Introduction 

The goal of this deliverable is to use the experiences of the PoliVisu pilots to develop a roadmap for public 
administration for the adoption of a data driven policy making approach. In a data driven policy making 
approach the local government is able to design and evaluate policies, based on data concerning the subject. 
The advantages are that the policy problem can adequately be assessed beforehand, clarifying the problem 
at hand. At the same time policy decisions can be evaluated afterwards, verifying whether the expected 
changes occurred.  

In a data driven policy making approach we notice how “data driven” has been added to the practice of 
policy making. Where, up to recently, it was difficult to evaluate a policy decision due to lack of data or 
computational limitations, the digitalization has rendered it more straightforward to evaluate and 
consequently adapt a policy decision. This allows to adopt a data driven approach, where iteratively and 
with continuous feedback a policy decision can be designed, implemented, evaluated and, if necessary, 
redesigned, starting the process over again. 

In this regard the two aspects of data driven policy making will be discussed in this deliverable. On the one 
hand we will describe the data driven policy making process through the policy making model that was 
already developed in deliverables 3.2 and 3.5. This model shows the steps present in an iterative, data 
driven, policy making process, describing, for each of them, the contribution of data in allowing different 
types of analysis to support a policy measure . 

On the other hand we will also describe a framework for policy-oriented data activities. This framework 
represents the iterative steps and analysis techniques that can be employed and represents the viewpoints 
of different actors in this process. It is explored how the framework for policy-oriented data-activities and 
data-supported policy making model can be integrated and how they complement each other. The 
framework can be seen as a necessary environment for public administrations to enable data driven policy 
making, as data is the key element in this process. 

The final product reflects processes and practices that are considered essential parts of data supported 
policy making in public administrations. The final policy making model focuses on both policy making 
activities, highlighting  how they can be supported by data analysis and data visualizations, and  on data 
related activities, to point how these activities can be designed and oriënted to support the policy making 
process.  

In the first part of section 3 we will give a necessary but concise theoretical overview of the policy making 
model as it has been developed and employed in the PoliVisu project and of the types of analyses that can 
be applied during the policy making process. These two parts, 3.1 and 3.2, are necessary to understand the 
following parts of the deliverable. In 3.3 The data-supported policy making model is further explored, 
describing the different stages and steps of the model, and applying it to practical examples. In 3.4 the 
framework of the policy-oriented data activities is described, showing different viewpoints in the framework 
and highlighting the iterative approach. The whole deliverable is illustrated with examples of situations the 
PoliVisu pilots were faced with, showing the practical relevance of the model and make the theory more 
applicable to your local government. We will show examples of things that went well, difficulties and deduct 
lessons learned from this. 

2.1. Data- and experiment- driven policy making process 

The original goal of this deliverable was to investigate the pitfalls and suggestions of experiment-driven 
policy making. Experiment-driven policy making implies that a policy problem is approached in an 
experimental way, several possible solutions to the problem are designed and the possible policy decisions 
are iteratively tested. After testing a policy decision the effects are assessed and evaluated. Based on the 
evaluation adaptations are made for the next experimental cycle. The experience of the pilots shows that 
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experiment-driven policy making is not straightforward to achieve. It is very time-demanding and requires a 
specific organization of the public administration.  

Up to now the pilots have performed data-driven policy making, which is a first step towards experiment 
driven policy making. To be able to perform experiment driven policy making data driven policy making is 
necessary, as data is required for experiment driven policy making.  

The PoliVisu project is a series of experiments, where the pilots have been experimenting with data-driven 
policy making. The PoliVisu pilots experiment with how data and data visualization can be employed in the 
policy making process and which components are essential. 

As most public administrations still need to transition or are making the transition towards data driven policy 
making it is more relevant to discuss data driven policy making in this deliverable.  

 

2.2. Policy making model 

The policy model, that is discussed in the deliverable 3.5, works with a model based on the policy cycle. This 

implies that policy making is conceived as a process. The policy making model is conceptualised as a data 

assisted policy experimentation cycle, consisting of three interrelated, stepwise or cyclical stages: design, 

implementation, and evaluation. These three stages are strongly interdependent, and this is at the core of 

the experimental dimension of policy making.  

 

Figure 1: Polivisu Policy Cycle 

 

The policy design stage is focused on highlighting the existence of a collective problem, mobilizing a set of 

goals and objectives in relation to it, and defining policy strategies and actions as attempts to contribute to 
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solving the problem. In this phase, the usage of big data could be relevant to promote forms of problem 

crowdsourcing.  

The policy implementation stage gives form to the policy defined in the previous stages. The policy is 

delivered to the public and data can contribute in two ways. First through putting the policy into practice 

and, second, by reshaping it if necessary, depending on the reactions of the setting or on the achieved 

results. In this complex stage, data can for instance contribute to manage urban mobility issues in real time; 

support private initiatives addressing emerging urban mobility needs; improve the ‘infostructure’ of mobility 

by providing information that is updated, complete and personalized or involve citizens in the 

implementation of policy measures.  

The third stage, the policy evaluation stage, examines the desired and undesired impacts that arise from the 

implementation of a policy. In this stage data can contribute to estimating the obtained outcomes and 

evaluate whether the desired changes were obtained. 

2.3. Types of analysis 

When adopting a data driven policy making approach a data driven framework is necessary in which the 

public administration operates. This framework can be simple or complex, depending on how valuable the 

organization thinks data driven policy making is for them. If the importance for the organization becomes 

stronger, the framework becomes more complex. This is related to the data-related organizational maturity, 

which will be described in more detail in 3.5. Before we can sketch this framework it is required to formulate 

the definitions of analysis types can be employed during the policy making process. Here we will provide 

these definitions, starting with rather simple analysis types and proceeding to more complex analysis types. 
 

Exploratory analysis 

What is the data? 

This is the first, but most crucial part of data analysis. The purpose of an exploratory analysis is to gain 

insights in data characteristics, to assess the potential of the data to answer the policy information question 

and to get ideas for the analysis.  

An exploratory analysis does not directly result in information to be used in the policy making process. It is 

merely a preparatory step for the main analysis in order to define the usefulness of a data source and to 

gather information for designing the main analysis.An exploratory analysis also allows to detect if certain 

data is missing. It is recommended to perform an exploratory analysis for every new analysis and every new 

datasource. 

 

Reporting and monitoring 

What is happening? 

Reporting and monitoring is considered as the most basic type of analytics. Strictly speaking, it does not 

include a real analysis method. Data is cleaned and some new features might be created through 

combination and aggregation of raw data features. These original and derived features are then visualized, 

often in real time.  

 

Descriptive analysis 

What did happen? 
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A descriptive analysis describes the situation through standard statistical analysis methods. This usually 

includes averages, general trends, relations and variations of a variable in several scenarios. Although a 

descriptive analysis can detect and highlight correlations between observations, it should not draw 

conclusions on causal relations. Moreover, when using only descriptive statistics (mean, mode, ranges of the 

variables), the conclusions of the descriptive analysis should stick to what is seen in the data. To deduce 

properties of a larger real-life population, that is beyond the data sample, inferential statistics must be used 

in the descriptive analysis. Some descriptive analysis results might be integrated in reporting dashboards or 

monitoring visualisations.  

 

Diagnostic analysis 

Why did it happen? 

Knowing what happened is a first step, but it is not enough to make a confident decision. A diagnostic 

analysis aims at explaining the findings of the descriptive analysis. This often requires combination and 

analysis of other data sources. By diving deeper into multiple data sources and looking for patterns, a 

diagnostic analysis tries to identify and determine causal relationships. More advanced statistical methods 

such as probability theory and regression analysis can be used to test hypotheses about why something is 

visible in the data. Also machine learning techniques can help recognising patterns, detecting anomalies and 

identifying the most influential variables.  

 

Predictive analysis 

What will happen? 

Once the diagnostic analysis allows an understanding of why something happened, predictive analysis can 

help determine what can be expected to happen next. Of course all predictions have their shortcomings and 

should be handled with care. Still, having some information on potential future scenarios will help policy 

makers to take better decisions. Moreover, the continuous development of modern analytical techniques 

and the availability of big data, will enable more and more organisations to use predictions with a fast 

increasing reliability. A predictive analysis takes as input a series of independent variables. Statistical models 

and artificial intelligence techniques are then used to predict the most likely outcome, the dependent 

variable. Predictive analysis techniques are based on the development or training of a predictive model. 

Data scientists need to work closely together with policy makers to avoid poor business assumptions and 

ensure the predictive mode makes sense. Also qualitative training data must be available. Experimental 

iterations of a policy making process are a good opportunity to gather training data, validate and refine 

predictive models.  

 

Prescriptive analysis 

How can I make it happen? 

Prescriptive analysis helps making decisions about what to do to attain a desired outcome. A prescriptive 

analysis starts from a predictive model and adds constraints and business rules to it. Prescriptive analyses 

are best suited when the number of variables to be taken into account and the amount of data to digest, 

exceed the human capabilities. Prescriptive analyses require business rules and constraints to be precise. 

This requires close collaboration of the data scientist with the policy maker or decision maker to ensure the 

analysis provides meaningful recommendations. Prescriptive models can be very complex and the 

appropriate techniques must be applied to consider all possible outcomes and prevent erroneous 

conclusions. As for predictive analysis, the key to prevent costly mistakes is training and testing the model. 

Iterative experimental policy making cycles can converge with testing iterations of the prescriptive analysis.  
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2.4. The PoliVisu pilots 

Issy-les-Moulineaux 

The pilot case of Issy-les-Moulineaux is mostly related to mobility. As Issy-les-Moulineaux is close to Paris, it 

experiences car congestion across the whole Region, mainly because of its economic vitality and transit to 

and from Paris. Therefore Issy-les-Moulineaux wishes to communicate real-time traffic information to the 

citizen and develop a control dashboard to support operative sectors of the public administration with 

municipal services. The main goals of the Issy pilot are effective and clear communication with the people (in 

order to achieve a long-term effect of behavioural change in mobility habits) and to test out how data 

visualisations can support the different activities and decisions within the city. 

 

Ghent 

The PoliVisu pilot of Ghent aims to identify the hidden population of students. Every year a large number of 

students reside in Ghent, but it is unknown where they live. Their presence has an influence on the housing 

market, mobility, economy and more. Identifying where the students live can aid the policy making process. 

 

Pilsen 

Like the pilot of Issy-les-Moulineaux the pilot of Pilsen is mainly focussed on mobility. The layout of the city 

causes several congestion challenges and problems. To be able to monitor and predict the impact of 

changes, such as (sometimes necessary) roadworks, the traffic model that was developed for the city will be 

improved during the project. Next to improving the model, traffic sensor data, which is open data, is used to 

identify and visualize traffic volumes and their changes over time. 

 

Mechelen 

The Mechelen pilot consists of two main objectives. The first objective is about the traffic modelling for the 

city. Mechelen, together with the police zone Mechelen-Willebroek, has integrated an existing traffic model, 

but wants to enrich this model with data from ANPR cameras, during the pilot. The traffic model will be used 

as a predictive tool to monitor the impact of planned road works in the city.  

The second objective deals with the recently introduced ‘schoolstreets’. In the pilot, we want to measure 

and analyze the traffic (in the closed street, as well as in the neighbouring streets) before and after the 

introduction of the schoolstreets. 

 

Flanders 

The Flanders pilot concerns the traffic accident map, a tool that visualizes the traffic accident data, which is 

obtained from the federal police. Next to visualizing this data in an advanced way to allow specialized 

analytics directly on the map (by using heatmaps, application of advanced filters, etc.), storytelling is also a 

big part of the pilot. 
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3. Policy process models 

The PoliVisu project aims to aid public administrations in adopting a data supported policy making process. 
Through specific cases pilot projects have been started where data and data visualization is employed to 
guide policy makers. At the same time a policy making model has been developed that clarifies the different 
stages and steps of the policy making process. To further understand how a data driven policy making 
process can be adopted we first give a short introduction to the policy making model that was developed. 

 

3.1 Data-driven policy making model 

To be able to adopt a data driven policy making process it is necessary to understand the patterns and 
similarities consistently present in public administration. By doing this we can identify crucial stages and 
steps for this process and subsequently indicate how data and data analysis can facilitate data driven policy 
making in every step. There are two relevant aspects affecting the Polivisu policy making model when data-
driven policy making is considered: 

 

1) Due to the large availability of data that  provides a viable base for acting in each stage, the three 

stages of the Policy cycle (design, implementation and evaluation) are more integrated and 

overlapping than when no data is available. Because of this the policy making cycle is transformed 

into a continuous interrelated process in which there is no ordered sequence of steps. 

2) Data has a double and distinct role in the policy model: it can either drive the processes (data driven 

evidence) or support the process  (problem/decision drive). 

 

This is the reason why we consider big data in relation with the different steps that compose a policy cycle, 
highlighting its possible uses and the types of analysis it allows. Depending on the stage in which the policy 
making process finds itself for a policy, the type and role of data and data analysis can change.  

The ‘experimental dimension’ that became visible while analyzing the Pilots activities helps to overpass 
some very known limitations recognised in the policy cycle framework. In practice the policy cycle 
framework was considered too simplistic and it became clear that the assumption of policy as being 
sequential in nature no longer held (Dorey, 2005; Hill, 2009, 143). 

As shown in 3.1 the policy design model consists of 3 stages: policy design, policy implementation and policy 
evaluation. Every stage consists over several steps. In the next part we will define these steps for every stage 
and illustrate how data and data analysis can aid the policy making process. The steps and stages do not 
follow each other in a sequential manner, they are defined as overlapping and cyclical. The theory will be 
illustrated by examples from the PoliVisu pilots. 

 

3.1.1 The policy design 

The first stage of the policy making process is the policy design. The policy design cycle is focused on 
highlighting the existence of a collective policy relevant problem, mobilizing a set of goals and objectives in 
relation to it and defining policy strategies and actions as attempts to contribute to solving the problem (see 
Deliverable 3.5). In the policy design cycle, problem setting, policy formulation and scenario analysis are 
essential steps. 

Problem setting highlights the existence of a collective problem to be faced, as well as legitimizing it as a 
collective problem. It consists of an analysis of the existing policy and how and if it deals with the problem 
and its implementation. It is directed towards a reconstruction of the public debate about the problem, and 
the identification of the stakeholders and actors potentially involved. 
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In the “problem setting” step a collective problem is being identified. In the pilot of Issy-les-Moulineaux 
this was the management of the existing congestion problem combined with the impact of important long 
term infrastructure works caused by a metro extension. Issy-les-Moulineaux lies in the Paris region and 
has a large traffic congestion problem. There was no way of managing traffic and to deal with the impact 
of new public works which were identified as a collective policy problem the local community has to deal 
with. 

 

In the problem setting step, data can be useful to explore the effectiveness of the past policies and to better 
know the current urban phenomena affecting the problem, depending on the issue that needs to be faced. 
The depiction of ongoing trends and the consequent definition of the problem to be addressed can be 
supported by the data collected. An as-is representation aids understanding the problem at hand. Examples 
of how data can assist the assessment of a policy problem are: 

● The real-time use of urban infrastructures and services. Through traffic sensors and floating cars we 

can collect data in real time related to the movement of vehicles, their speed and the occupancy of a 

road. With smart cards for the Public transport users and vehicle sharing systems we can learn the 

position and information related to each user. 

 

AS a regional capital Pilsen also suffers from traffic congestion because of the city design, increasing 

traffic and the organization of mobility and transport. In the Pilsen Pilot a traffic dashboard has 

been developed that shows congestion in real time, allowing to identify at which location 

congestion is present, how severe it is and how long it lasts. This aids in identifying the problem at 

hand and getting an overview of the severity and the complexity of the policy problem. 

 

● Mobile phone traffic data can be used to consider the position of each device connected to the 

cellular network (and, consequently, of the person who owns the device). From this we can learn 

location coordinates of mobile phones and the social identification of the owners,  time-space 

variability of population distribution in cities and classification of urban spaces according to mobile 

phone uses.  

 

In the Ghent pilot the goal is to identify the location of student residencies. In the Ghent pilot 

mobile phone data was used to identify the habitational patterns of students. Two important 

lessons were learned from this. First, because mobile phone data is highly sensitive when it comes 

to privacy the raw data is not available for the public administration. The raw data remains with the 

telecom provider and only aggregated data is shared, limiting the analysis possibilities. Second, the 

location of a mobile device is not very precise, it is constricted to a polygon that is surrounded by 

cell towers. 

 

● Data from social networking services (such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, WeChat and others). 

From this we can learn information about the location of users and about the activities they are 

participating in, daily travel patterns, opinions and feelings and (self)track of habits, performances 

and behaviours.  

 

The Ghent pilot attempted to employ social media data to determine the habitational patterns of 

students but had to conclude that the data could not be used. First there was only a small, and 

probably biased, number of users. Second, the data provided on e.g. location referred to a  general 
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point within the city and was not a reflection of the position of the user. 

 

The Issy-les-Moulineaux pilot offered the opportunity to test some tools to crowdsource data that 

can evaluate the measures put in place during the local main event. During this event 

approximately 25.000 people were in town over a few hours. The usefulness of the tools to detect 

any issues related to transport and mobility through a sentiment analysis with this tool was 

identified. Unfortunately, data wasn’t useful due to limitations to access data of the most used, by 

citizens, social networks (Facebook and Instagram). 

 

In this step exploratory, descriptive and diagnostic analysis methods can be employed. Exploratory, 
descriptive and diagnostic analysis methods aid in understanding the data, describing the properties of the 
problem through the available data and defining the exact dimensions of the problem. However, since the 
problem setting step is merely aimed at defining the policy problem and is not aimed at finding solutions the 
predictive and prescriptive analysis methods are not suited for this step. 

A next step, policy formulation, is directed towards the identification of shared objectives and the alternative 

options of intervention in relation to the problem emerged in the previous phase. Thanks to the Diagnostic 

analysis, scenarios are tested to support the choice between different alternative options, to deal with the 

emerged problem.  

The pilot of Issy-les-Moulineaux developed a mobility dashboard to visualize and identify the most 

important congestion points in a detailed way to support the policy makers in taking decisions and 

defining policies. As a first result, it became clear that the bulk part of traffic originates from cars passing 

through, and not from inhabitants of Issy-les-Moulineaux. This allowed to set a collaboration with a local 

startup to test an application in congested areas to propose different paths, defined by the City on precise 

data (and not just on algorithms), and to communicate to drivers in real time.  

 

Given the strict relationship between the step of problem setting, the available data is  pretty much the one  
already covered in that phase, while its possible use is different. In this step predictive and prescriptive 
analysis methods can be employed to allow open and Big data to support the specific choice between 
alternative measures. 

The last step of the policy design stage, scenario analysis, can be carried out by the use of different methods 
to “create a set of the plausible futures” rather than “forecasting of the most probable future” (Amer, Daim, 
& Jetter, 2013, p. 25). Such different focus explains why scenarios are not interested in forecasting but 
rather in ‘backcasting’, that is, identifying desirable futures and the action required to attain them. 

By considering existing trends and possible future developments, thanks to predictive and prescriptive 
analysis of data, it becomes possible to assess the potential benefits and costs of different alternative 
scenario’s and, by doing this, making a decision. 
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Figure 2: Policy design cycle and data-related activities 

 

3.1.2 Policy Implementation 

The policy implementation stage is focused on the implementation of a policy plan. In this stage the 
realization and the monitoring of early impacts in order to check the response of the context reaction are 
key.  In the making of the implementation plan, its realization (implementation), on-going monitoring, and 
communication are essential steps. 

The implementation plan is necessary to prepare the context and the condition for the policy 
implementation to be as effective as possible. While doing this the opportunities for improving the 
implementation of the policy through monitoring activities is considered. When a data collection plan is 
included in the implementation plan, data collection infrastructures need to be designed together with a 
data analysis for the implementation step. 

In the Mechelen pilot a regional traffic model is being used to study the traffic in the city. A recent policy 

decision introduced the concept of “school streets”, streets that are being closed at the beginning and at 

the end of the school day. The traffic model combined with local traffic count data  measures and analyzes 

the impact of school streets on traffic behaviour in and around the school streets. 

 

In this step, data can be useful to plan an effective policy implementation in order to guarantee the full 
exploitation of the policy impacts and the achievements of the policy goals. Descriptive and predictive 
analysis methods are the most relevant in this step. Descriptive analysis methods describe the current 
situation and what part of the context the policy decision is directed to. Predictive methods aim to predict 
the impact of a policy decision and how the decision will affect the context. 

Implementation of a policy might require a lot of time and can produce important temporary effects in the 
context. In this step, data can be useful to verify that policies are correctly implemented as well as to check 
early policy impacts and effects so eventually driving towards policy tuning. When a data collection plan is 
included in the implementation plan and the infrastructures required for data collection are ready, data can 
be used for reporting and monitoring activities and diagnostic analysis methods. 
This step is crucial because it can be performed in an experimental approach considering that the reaction of 
the context produces data and information demonstrating how it is being affected by the policy 
interventions.  
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In fact, if an effective monitoring plan is associated with the implementation plan, the Implementation step 
can be sided by a step featuring a process of on-going monitoring. In this step, which takes on a particular 
value in the framework of a data-supported policy making process, data about the context of application can 
be collected for monitoring and reporting the reaction of the public to a specific policy measure, just as it is 
being implemented. An observation of the context on a daily basis can in fact represent a rich learning 
opportunity both for the institutions and for the citizens in the context. 

 

 
Figure 3: Policy implementation cycle and data-related activities 

 

3.1.3 Policy Evaluation 

The policy evaluation stage examines the desired and undesired impacts achieved with the implementation 
of a policy. It monitors how the policy contributed to address the initial problem, while limiting damages or 
providing benefits, and how a policy may likely perform in the future.  

Moreover, an in-progress form of evaluation can accompany also the previous stages of a policy cycle, under 
the name of on-going monitoring (see also Implementation phase). This is because Policy evaluation does 
not simply arrive at the end of a policy cycle, but rather is being structured already when a policy problem is 
defined.  

The definition of the issue to be faced and of the objectives to be achieved already determine what data will 
be relevant for evaluation, and what procedures for data collection and evaluation will be established. 
Evaluation does not simply refer to final results, but rather to the whole planning and implementation 
progress . 

In the evaluation process, data can contribute to the Impact assessment of a policy already implemented, In 
the Impact Assessment step, data needs to be selected in the light of the problem and the strategy pursued 
by the policy, e.g. by formulating a comparative analysis of the initial and current policy setup. Also real time 
policy evaluation, e.g. through monitoring the ongoing implementation of significant measures within the 
policy implementation phase. 

Based on this, a data collection plan is included in the Impact assessment for supporting, at least:  

● multidimensional qualitative and quantitative impact assessments; 

● observation of direct and/or indirect effects – for instance at urban level 
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● participatory evaluation – i.e. shared with, and possibly affected by, the very same stakeholders 

involved in the policy implementation process. 

 

During the impact assessment step exploratory, descriptive, diagnostic and prescriptive analysis methods 
can be useful, next to reporting and monitoring activities. 

In the city of Pilsen, The Sustainable Mobility Plan (SUMP) is currently being implemented . It is a mobility 

plan, up to the year 2025, which includes  82 measures for better mobility in the city. In the PoliVisu 

project we create tools for visualizing the state of traffic before, during and after the implementation of 

SUMP measures. These visualizations help to evaluate the impacts of the measures. 

 

Thanks to the analysis carried out in the Impact assessment step, it is possible to find out the results 
obtained by the implementation of a policy and to evaluate the degree of success with respect to the initial 
expectations at the beginning of the process. This approach not only allows to critically revise the contents 
of the policy measures designed and implemented to face the problem, but also to reconsider the nature of 
the problem itself: by evaluating the response of the system to the adopted strategy, it is possible to obtain 
new insights on the characteristics of the problem, on its evolution over time and on possible new 
deployable strategic responses to tackle it. 

This step, problem restructuring, therefore represents a moment of retrospective reflection in which the 
descriptive and diagnostic analysis allowed by data can contribute to consider the initial problem under a 
new perspective. A new definition of the problem will consequently lead to the development of a new data 
supported policy making process, and to the definition of a new data question that will guide the data 
related activities. 

In this way, thanks to the different analysis allowed by the availability and usability of data, the processes of 
data supported policy making can be configured as a continuous set of experimental activities implemented 
dynamically by public administrations for the continuous discovery of problems and testing of possible 
solutions. 

 

 
Figure 4: Policy evaluation cycle and data-related activities 
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3.2 Policy-oriented data activities  

In traditional data visualisation projects, most time, money and effort is spent on the development of a tool 
that visualises a well-defined type of data in order to answer a well-defined business question. In cases 
where the required data is known and the information question is clear in advance, this approach from a 
developer point of view might pay off. In the policy making context, most policy problems still require a 
translation to a more specific information question and relevant data is often not available or identified. Also 
data visualisations might need frequent adaptations to a varying audience and to the specific story the policy 
maker wants to communicate. On top of this flexibility policy makers request a certain velocity to respond to 
current situations. The combination of all these requirements asks for a different approach to the data 
activities supporting the policy making process.  

The figure below provides a practical framework containing process and organisational aspects that can help 
city administrations realise this policy-oriënted approach to data-analysis and data visualisation. 

 

 

Figure 5: Policy-oriented data activities framework 

 

3.2.1 Viewpoints 

The framework considers multiple viewpoints that are related to different roles, tasks and competencies 
involved in the process. In small organisations, multiple viewpoints can be covered by one single actor, but 
given the specific competences associated with each viewpoint, this is not recommended for larger 
organisations and more complex policy questions. 
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Policy maker viewpoint 

The policy makers main activities and competences are related to the policy making process. This policy-
oriënted data-analysis model describes data-activities for one step in the policy making process as described 
in the policy making model. Although data is not the main focus, some data literacy is demanded from the 
policy maker. In a data-driven organisation, a decision maker or policy maker must be familiar with the 
possibilities and restrictions of data. On one hand he/she must be able to clearly identify and formulate the 
information request towards data-analysts or data scientists. On the other hand he/she must be able to 
interpret correctly data results and visualisations. Depending on the data literacy of the decision maker, 
he/she can be closely accompanied by a researcher, since these are often skilled to translate business or 
policy problems into information and data questions.  

  

Data analyst and data scientist viewpoint 

Data analysts or data scientists are charged with the analysis of the data and the visualisation of the results. 
In short, their task is to make data useful for the policy maker. The common steps of the analysis process are 
described in the next paragraph on the iterative approach. A close collaboration of the data analyst or data 
scientist with the policymaker is essential to clearly define and understand the analysis question. To perform 
their tasks, data analysts and data scientists need access to data and dispose of platforms for data-analysis 
and data visualisation. These will be provided by data engineers and developers.  

  

Data engineer viewpoint 

Data engineers are responsible for providing access to data, the main resource for data analysts and data 
scientists. To enable quick and flexible responses to policy information questions, data engineers must 
organise quick and generic access to (raw) data for exploration and analysis. Some of the data will be 
explored but not used in the final data analyses or visualizations. If the final analysis result is considered 
useful, the data access and data streams will need to be automated in production data-pipelines to be 
frequently updated and available for the end-user, the policy maker, via the visualisation. Organisational 
approaches and methodologies to deal with these challenges, go beyond the scope of this model. Although 
the data engineer has a specific role, it is often combined with the other IT-oriënted role in the process: the 
developer.  

  

Developer viewpoint 

The demanded velocity and flexibility of policy-oriënted data analyses do not allow a conventional 
development lead time for every new data visualization. Similar to the data engineers, developers need to 
provide generic and flexible platforms for analysis and visualisation. Two kinds of tools can be distinguished 
based on the target users and the trade off between flexibility and versatility on one side and usability and 
required expertise on the other side.  

Data analysts and data scientists need flexible and versatile analysis platforms. Since they are considered 
data experts the interfaces can be built for advanced users and might even be code-based. These platforms 
include a wide range of analysis and visualization methods but graphical customization options are often 
limited. Since data scientists are expected to deal with large and big datasets, computation performance is 
an important requirement for these analysis platforms.  

The second type of tools required for policy-oriënted data analysis still provide a wide range of visualisation 
options, allow some data manipulation and deals with multiple data types, but combines this flexibility with 
easy to use interfaces and visual customization options. Data scientists and data analysts can use these tools 
to communicate analysis results with policy makers via dynamic visualisations. Less technical skilled data 
analysts and policy makers themselves will use these generic tools to explore data and analysis results, 
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discover insights and build dynamic visualisations. These self-service tools provide data analysts and policy 
makers with a large independency to quickly respond to policy information questions without the need for 
development skills or specific IT-projects. 

Besides the provision of tools and platforms, the developer has a role in the automation of analyses. The 
final analysis designed by the data scientist might need to be automated and integrated with the production 
data pipelines, to make the results timely available in the generic visualisation tools of the policy maker.  

 

3.2.2 Iterative approach 

The policy-oriënted data analysis framework shows common analysis steps and analysis types from a data 
analyst and data scientist viewpoint. This model proposes an iterative approach to enhance flexibility and 
agile refinement of the analysis to fit the policy questions.  

 

Preparatory steps 

Each analysis iteration starts with defining the data question and the appropriate analysis type and method 
that will be used in this iteration. The next step is the identification and collection of input data. It is highly 
recommended to perform a quality assessment on the collected data to ensure or estimate the reliability of 
the results that will be used for policy making.  

 

In the pilot of Ghent the goal is to identify the location of student residencies. It is assumed that, due to 
the lack of appropriate student housing, students live in houses intended for families and, by doing this, 
put pressure on the housing and property market. However, this is an assumption that is not supported by 
data. To verify whether the assumption is true it is necessary to determine what kind of data is required.  
In the most ideal scenario we have an address for every residential student in Ghent. It was first assumed 
that a dataset containing this information was present somewhere in the administration. These datasets 
were gathered, cleaned and their quality was assessed. The quality assessment revealed that the quality of 
the data was not sufficient and that the necessary information was not present to measure the real 
impact. 

 

Exploratory analysis iterations 

When starting with a new analysis question or new data, it is recommended to perform an exploratory 
analysis to 'get to know' the data. The purpose of the exploratory analysis is to gain insight in data 
characteristics, to assess the potential of the data to answer the policy information question and to get ideas 
for the analysis. Data analysts and data scientists explore the data using basic visualizations and summary 
statistics. This exploration should not take to long but it is crucial for the efficiency of the next analysis steps. 
Since multiple data sources might be explored, this iteration can be repeated multiple times for one policy 
information question.  

 

In the Pilsen pilot a traffic model is constructed to asses and monitor traffic flows thanks to a combination 
of modelling data and live traffic sensor data. A lot of possible data sources can be entered into the model, 
such as geotimeseries of detectors and their interpolation, Police (Municipal/ČR) events and car accidents. 
These datasets have been explored and samples of the datasets have been used for preliminary 
visualizations. 
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Data manipulation steps 

Before starting the actual data analysis the collected data often needs some manipulation. Data cleaning is 
about detecting and correcting unexpected, incorrect, inconsistent or irrelevant data. The quality of the 
input data will determine the usability of every analysis result, no matter how complex the algorithm that is 
used: qualitative data always beats fancy algorithms. Data scientist spend a considerable part - up to 60% - 
of their time on cleaning and formatting data. It is clear that access to clean and structured data can save a 
lot of time and proper cleaning is essential for reliable results to support decision making.  

Feature engineering is the process of creating new input features by combining or categorising the existing 
features of the raw data. Which features will be created depends on the analysis the data will be used for. 
This step requires a good understanding of the data definitions and involves domain expertise. This means 
assumptions made by the data analyst or data scientist in this phase should be carefully discussed with the 
policy makers.  

After completing the data cleaning and feature engineering steps, the raw data has been transformed into 
an analytical base table (ABT).  

 

In the Ghent pilot the data necessary to solve the policy problem was not available or sufficient to solve 
the policy problem. Therefore new possible data sources were explored, such as telecom data and Wifi 
sniffing data. To effectively understand the data that would be delivered by the telecom provider a 
meeting was organised with the data scientists from the company. This allowed for the company to fully 
understand the data question, to construct a plan together and for the members of the local 
administration the data they would be receiving. 
 
In Flanders, the Federal police road accident data has been used to map road accidents to specific 

locations on a map. PoliVisu was able to map 87% of the road accidents consistently on a map for the last 

five years. Several meetings with specialists from the police and the traffic safety institutes lead to an 

interactive map, including the location of schools. New data sources combined with interactive co-creative 

session commences furthering data manipulation experiments with ANPR data that gives more insights in 

traffic intensity and driving speed. The final result will be a traffic safety map instead of a road accident 

map.  

  

Main analysis iterations 

The analytical base table can now be used in analysis algorithms to derive new information from the data. 
The specific types of analyses are discussed in 3.2. At the end of the analysis iteration, the results are 
visualised and interpreted.  

The iterative approach in this model suggests not to get stuck on the design of the perfect analysis question. 
Instead a first analysis iteration is executed with the basic analysis ideas. Sometimes the first results can 
already serve the policy maker or can be used to redirect the analysis question. Gradually, more complexity 
can be added to the analysis, learning from the previous iterations. The increasing complexity can be related 
to the policy question and the amount of variables that need to be taken into account. Analysis iterations 
might also gradually add complexity to the analysis method that is used. It is common to start with 
descriptive analysis, evolving to diagnostic and predictive analysis, to finally develop prescriptive analysis 
models to drive decisions. 

 

The goal of the pilot of Issy-les-Moulineaux was to achieve a shift in behavior concerning car use through a 
communication campaign. In the first, more simple, analysis iteration it was shown that only 27% of the 
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local population uses the car, and that the congestion problem is mainly caused by traffic passing through. 
This allowed to adapt the implementation plan and perform more specific and complex analyses in the 
second iteration. 
 
The Pilsen Sustainable Urban Mobility (SUMP) plan was one of the first of those plans in the EU accession 

countries. The SUMP includes a total of 82 measures of different types, classified into 24 packages. The 

associated measures are most often interlinked by location or direction, but also by the time 

interrelationship or the same theme. In most cases, sub-projects in the package of measures have 

different wearers, which increases the need for coordination between different actors. PoliVisu allows 

studying the proposed measures in the SUMP in their relation to other measures. PolVisu also allows 

elaborating the overall effect of the implementation of several combined actions. A good example is the 

implementation of a new ring road combined with a speed and capacity reduction in the city centre. 

 

3.2.3 Decision intelligence 

A common pitfall in data-supported decision making, is the decision maker commanding a data analysis 
which, after spending a lot of time on it, appears not to be suitable for the real business problem. In large 
data driven companies this match between decision making and data science is the focus of a separate 
discipline called 'Decision intelligence'. Decision intelligence aims to avoid what statisticians call 'type III 
errors': giving the right answer to the wrong question. This discipline is closely related to artificial 
intelligence but is also applicable for less advanced analytics. In the policy-oriënted data analysis model the 
decision intelligence is located on the crossroads of the policy maker viewpoint and the data analyst 
viewpoint. The iterative approach aims to ensure the data result of the analysis is fit to support the policy 
question. For each iteration the data analyst loops back to the policy maker to interpret the results from a 
policy maker viewpoint and refine the data question. This refining process is repeated with every iteration 
until the result is adapted to the policy question and considered useful by the policy maker. This requires a 
close collaboration between the policy maker and the data analyst. As discussed in the policy maker 
viewpoint this approach demands data literate policy maker. Also the data analyst or data scientist must be 
able to translate data results into human language.  

 

In the Ghent pilot a collaboration with external data providers was set up to obtain the data necessary to 
solve the policy problem of student residencies. To ensure that the goal and the data question was clear a 
meeting was organized with the external partner to discuss the policy problem and how their data could 
help solve it. During the collection and analysis of the data there was communication regularly and follow-
up meetings. By doing this the policy makers could understand what the data scientists are doing and 
verify if the data answers match the policy question. It also allows the data scientists to effectively 
understand the policy question and provide adequate answers. 

 

 

3.2.4 Key role of data visualisation 

It is clear that data visualisations play a key role in both the policy-oriented data activities as in the data-
driven policy making itself. In the framework 3 types of data visualisations can be distinguished. 

The first one is used to transfer, explore and discuss intermediate analysis results. Both the exploratory 
analysis as the main analyses can produce results that are not ready suited to support the policy making 
process. However, the results need to be discussed with decision makers or domain experts to refine the 
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analysis questions. The visualisations created in this phase will focus on the content rather than the 
graphical design of the visualisation.  

The second type of visualisations show the final results of an analysis and can be used directly to support 
policy making. For these visualisations, data analysts or developers will invest in a more elaborate lay-out 
and readability for a broader audience. 

The third type of visualisations adds a layer of interpretation, communication or a story to the analysis 
results. This kind of visualisations are used to report on studies or research, for storytelling or to 
communicate with data for example in infographics.  

 

A lot of different actors are involved in the pilots of Pilsen and Flanders. To enable communication about 
the policy problem with police, members of the public administration and other relevant stakeholders 
visualizations were created with heatmap technology (WebGLayer). This allowed policy makers to get 
acquainted with the technology and local administrations to perform their own analyses. 
Through data visualization it is possible to communicate about data and the insights gained from the data, 
during every step of the process. 

 

3.3 Data-driven organisation 

Public administrations are transforming into data-driven organisations. To make this transition certain 
competencies are required, on an organisational and individual level. In a data-driven organisation the 
subject of data is always recognised. Structures need to be present to store data, data needs to be accessible 
to ensure that everyone in the organisation, independent of their proficiency in dealing with data, can access 
and interpret data, procedures to deal with data need to be in effect and during collaborations, both with 
internal and external partners, data needs to be given special attention. In the next part we will give an 
overview of different aspects that are paramount for a data-driven organisation, based on the lessons 
derived from the PoliVisu pilots, 

 

There are approximately 1000 traffic detectors in Pilsen, which continuously record traffic information. 
The individual traffic parameters and values obtained through the induction loops are used to show traffic 
intensity, they can be used for statistical calculations about the number of vehicles, or these data are used 
to calibrate the traffic model. The correct functioning of the detectors is taken care of by the municipal 
organization for the management and maintenance of the publicly accessible property of the city (SVSmP 
in Czech). 
These are large volumes of data from the detectors, ie so-called Big data, which need to be further 
processed. Data processing is in charge of municipal organization Information technology Administration 
of the City of Pilsen. 

 

3.3.1 Multidisciplinary Teams 

As described in the previous chapter, agile and effective data-supported policy making is an interdisciplinary 
challenge and requires the combination of multiple perspectives. These different viewpoints are related to 
specific competencies that are not easily found in one multi-talented person. Moreover, one person will 
never have the time to deal with the multitude of tasks related to data-supported policy making. On the 
other hand, most organisations will not be able to install a complete multidisciplinary team at once. A good 
starting point is to focus on 3 general profiles: a data-engineer to cover the data-engineer and developer 
viewpoint, a general data-analyst to cover the data-analyst and data scientist viewpoint and a policy 
(decision) maker. Gradually, with the evolution to more complex analyses and a more mature data-
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supported policy making, the organisation can invest in specialized roles such as expert data-analysts, 
statistician, data scientists and researchers.  

 

In the Ghent pilot several (internal and external) partners are at work to solve the policy question. A data-
engineer is at work to maintain the datasets and provide a framework to work with the datasets. Data-
analysts are at work within the public administration at the office of data and information and externally 
at the telecom provider. Finally, a close collaboration exists between the office for data and information 
the policy makers involved in the policy question of student housing. 

 

 

3.3.2 Assigning roles in partnerships 

A data-driven organisation can profit greatly from the collaboration between different profiles. If people 
with a specific set of talents, collaborate on a given subject great progress can be made. Collaboration can 
occur internally, with members of the same team or from other teams within the organisation. Given the 
broad scope of local governments this can be challenging in itself. Collaboration can also occur with external 
partners. In both cases each person has a role. Defining the roles and assigning them to the right person in 
the project is essential. There are two dimensions to defining the role of a person in a project. First there is 
the function-related dimension. Some people have a data-related role, others a more policy-oriented role. 
As shown in deliverable 3.9 a variety of roles exist, such as data provider, analysis expert, software 
developer, policy maker, member of the public administration, etc. The second dimension concerns how 
involved someone is in the project. This can range from the project leader who needs to coordinate the 
project to a member of an external company tasked with executing a certain assignment.  

In deliverable 3.9 the division between internal and external partners is also made. As a public 
administration it poses an advantage to work with internal partners because they know how the 
organisation functions and what the “unwritten rules” are. Working with external partners on the other 
hand poses the advantage of thinking about a problem in a new way, with people that can think without the 
boundaries of the organisation. 

 

In the pilot of Issy-les-Moulineaux a collaboration with the PoliVisu partners and an external partner was 
initiated to construct a mobility dashboard. At the start of the partnership with the external private 
company it was key to define what was expected from the external partner, and what was expected from 
the municipality. Because of regular communication the defined roles and goals remained clear. 
Secondary it was also crucial to define what the PoliVisu partners bring in, and what the external partner 
delivers in addition. 

 

3.3.3 Organising proximity of expertise 

A data-driven organisation must ensure through its organisational structure, the collaboration of the 
different actors in the policy making process. Related to the data activities, 3 main organisational forms can 
be distinguished: a centralized organisational structure, a decentralized structure and a balanced hybrid 
form between these two. 

In a decentralized organisation, business or policy domain units develop their own data analytics teams. This 
promotes the responsiveness of the dedicated data teams to the priorities of the units. Also since the data 
teams are embedded in a policy domain, they are likely to develop thorough domain knowledge. However, 
isolated decentralized teams might suffer from siloed data expertise, the inability to develop an 
organisational data strategy and the lack of broader managerial focus. Smaller decentralized teams probably 
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will not have dedicated data engineers and developers. For ad hoc analyses this might not be a great 
concern, but the analysts will be unable to deploy relevant results to productional data-pipelines and 
automated analyses. Data analysts might also struggle with flexible data access and the deployment of 
generic analysis and visualisation tools. 

A centralized structure has many advantages in terms of talent and knowledge management, the potential 
to develop a cross-departemental data strategy and a broader managerial focus. Still, a central unit might 
face important challenges concerning the allocation of sufficient resources to individual business units and 
flexible responses to domain priorities. Centralized data teams need to invest extra time to gather sufficient 
domain knowledge.  

The installation of a centralized data team can be a good starting point to engage in data-supported policy 
making. But sooner or later, organisations will feel the need to evolve to a more hybrid form to balance the 
advantages and challenges of both the centralized and decentralized organisation structure.  

 

In Issy-les-Moulineaux the expertise is centered in a smart city sector (ville numérique). This allows for the 
management of talent and knowledge and facilitates the cooperation between people with data expertise. 
In Issy-les-Moulineaux other departments also started to employ dashboards, with the support of the 
smart city office. 

 

3.3.4 Data-conscious organisation  

Data-related organizational maturity can be characterized by different elements. The key is being aware that 
becoming datadriven is a multilayered process, an evolution that takes time and effort. Making the ambition 
known is already a big step. Recognising the complexity of this transformation is second. This is certainly so  
for large organizations such as public administrations. As described in the previous sections specific 
competencies are required from the members of the public administration, new procedures need to be 
implemented when collaborating with internal and external partners and the organizational structure needs 
to be adapted. So it involves technical choices, agile organisational collaboration, leadership and hiring 
(affordable) expertise. This is from a managerial/resources perspective. 

When we look at the actual usage of data in the policy decision making process, we can argue that the 
visible emphasis being put on data during the process is an indicator of being datadriven. If this is presented 
with the nuances, caveats and right metadata, it can be argued to be proof of the data maturity of the 
organisation. 

Policy decisions that are based on descriptive analyses are a good start, but there is always a risk of being 
biased by incomplete data or assumptions. Countering this in transparent processes are very helpful to 
counteract this. From diagnostic and predictive analysis methods insights can be gained that can be applied 
during the decision making process. However, we should aim for a data driven policy making process where 
data supports the policy making process that is guided by vision. So the data being used in the process is goal 
oriented.  

Data is used to visualise trends, feed new insights, and simulating a reality if a policy decision is 
implemented, however, it is not capable of taking all parameters into account. Therefore it is not desirable 
to make policy decisions solely based on data. Prescriptive analysis methods for example prove to be 
valuable to have an idea about the possible effects of a policy decision, but it cannot give the complete 
answer. Caution is advised. 

 

In the Ghent pilot it was identified that the data relevant for the policy problem of student housing was 
not of sufficient quality. There was a lack of available and qualitative data within the organization. Building 
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the adequate information was set  as the priority to design and implement data management and data 
governance strategy where also external data providers (public and private) can play a role. Solving the 
student information problem became a concern of different city departments like the housing 
department, mobility department and the economic department.  
 
In the Pilsen Pilot activities to collect information on traffic restrictions have been created. All information 
is collected in the SUPERDIO Application (city application with information about planned investment 
actions in traffic). Municipal organizations and external companies are involved in the "Superdio" 
application. Data from Superdio can be used for visualization and further processing. 
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4 Take-aways and lessons learned from the pilots 

In chapter 3 we delineated general lessons learned from the PoliVisu pilots. Because of the experiences from 
the PoliVisu pilots the data-supported policy making model was constructed and the policy-oriented data 
activities framework arose. The experiences of the PoliVisu pilots are mapped on the model and the 
framework to illustrate the theory behind them.  

In this chapter 4 we will focus on more specific events that occurred for the PoliVisu pilots. Several 
similarities can be observed when listening to the experiences of the pilots, such as the importance of 
engaging stakeholders, difficulties with obtaining data and the search for clear but concise communication. 

In the following subsections these “themes” will be explored in detail in a narrative manner. The conclusions 
are based on the insights gained during the pilots. These experiences are mapped onto the PoliVisu policy 
making model in Annex 1, and grouped by theme in this separate document1. 

 

4.1 Collaboration 

One of the most significant lessons learned from the PoliVisu project is that collaboration is essential for the 
data-driven policy making process. Data-driven policy making requires the collective effort of many different 
actors with each very distinctive and diverse profiles. This can be challenging, as every actor has their own 
expertise, viewpoint and even a specific jargon. This renders communication and collaboration difficult. In 
the following part we’ll look deeper into what we learned from the PoliVisu pilots regarding communication 
and collaboration with partners. 

 

4.1.1 Different profiles of partners 

In deliverable 3.9 a network analysis was performed visualizing all the actors that are involved in the PoliVisu 
pilots. This network showed the size and complexity of the network of partners involved. The pilots work 
together with at least 20 partners each. The diversity in expertise of the partners became evident at the 
same time. While some partners have a political function (such as the policy makers), there were also 
technical partners (companies that aid with the analysis and visualization of the data) and data providers. It 
is essential to realize that data driven policy making involves many partners with strongly diverging tasks, 
expertise and responsibilities.  

 

4.1.2 Identify partners early on 

Because there is such a large number of partners, each with their own profile and expertise, it is paramount 
to identify the partners relevant for the policy problem from an early stage in the project. The partners 
typically are either policy makers, operative sectors of the public administration, an office for data and 
information within the public administration, technical service providers, data providers and the public. 
Every partner has a specific task or purpose. It is highly relevant to assess early on from which policy makers 
you need support, from which operative sectors of the public administration you require information and 
possibly some more specialized tasks since they have the expertise and who in the office for data and 
information can aid with the data management plan and find the link between data and policy. For the 
external partners it might be favorable to have an idea of the technical partners that can be involved in the 
project to help with data analysis and visualization, from which companies you might want to obtain data 
and if and how you wish to receive input and collaboration from the public. The pilots realized that 

                                                           
1 https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KXzyRsmnab4nfEM781SF0Qk-EZnFrXcfXb3zDQdeWxc/edit 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KXzyRsmnab4nfEM781SF0Qk-EZnFrXcfXb3zDQdeWxc/edit
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identifying and interacting with (potential) partners during an early stage of the project facilitates the 
collaboration. 

 

4.1.3 Engage partners 

Once the partners have been identified, the next important step is to engage the partners and demonstrate 
the relevance of the policy problem. The (potential) partners that are policy makers or members of the 
public administration need to be engaged early on, their support is essential for the success of the project. 
Preliminary visualizations and analyses can aid in illustrating the importance of the policy problem. 
Constructing visualizations and performing analyses this early in the project is challenging since not all the 
data has been gathered and not all required information is available. However, the pilots experienced that 
visualizations are amongst the most powerful tools to communicate policy problems with partners who have 
less affinity with data. Therefore we advise to construct preliminary visualizations early on. 

 

4.1.4 Agreements 

Once the partners have been identified and the political responsible persons have been engaged the next 
step is to start up a collaboration with the partners. Throughout the project collaborations can be set up, 
from the beginning up until the end. Regardless of the type of partner (political, technical, …) clear 
agreements are essential. To achieve this it is paramount to define exactly what it is you require from a 
partner and what you can give in return. By formulating exactly what you want from a partner prevents 
misunderstandings and prevents that expectations are not met. By identifying what you can give in return 
(whether this is a monetary reward or a service) you define for yourself the leverage you have in the 
negotiations. As a public administration consider working together with other members of the public 
administration, other cities, or the broader region to obtain more weight and control in the negotiations 
with a partner.  

At the end of the negotiations it is imperative to define the necessary roles and assign them to a partner in 
the project, the expectations from the different parties and who has which responsibility. Knowing who is 
responsible and who is accountable allows you to quickly intervene if things do (tend to) go wrong. 

 

4.1.5 Communication with partners 

This topic is related to the previous topic. During the execution of the project communication between 
partners greatly improves the progress of the project. Through open and honest communication everyone 
involved in the project know what is happening and what they can expect in the near and more distant 
future. As an example, in the PoliVisu project there are bi-weekly calls to discuss the progress of the project, 
allowing everyone to keep up with what is happening for the other partners. 

 

4.1.6 Collaboration with and participation of the public 

The public has a special status. The public cannot entirely be conceived as a partner, they are the target 
audience, and therefore the most important stakeholder of the policy problem. However, sometimes 
collaboration with the public is mandatory. The public is the one that is affected by the policy decision. 
Engaging the public in policy making is one of the greatest challenges public administrations struggle with. 
The public consists of a lot of people with very diverse opinions. While some people are very vocal about 
their opinion and are aware of how to make their opinion known, others might not want to or be aware that 
they can be part of the policy making process.  
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There are many ways to engage the public, from a public forum, voting to brainstorming sessions. Finding an 
approach that is suitable for your project can prove to be challenging. Think about how to tackle this 
problem early on and ensure to take the right expertise on board. This can be the communication 
department of the public administration or an external company. Some companies have specific expertise in 
communication with the public and how to conduct studies that are representative for all people. Identify 
which expertise is required and engage appropriate partners, internal or external. Providing data 
visualisations to fuel that interaction can help to focus the interaction. 

 

4.2 Data 

4.2.1 Data discovery 

The first step to use data in policy making is identifying which data you need. Which data can be relevant to 
tackle the policy problem at hand. It is recommended to have, for instance, a brainstorming session where 
the data sources are listed that would be available in an ideal world. Thinking without the limitations of what 
is already available can spark new ideas. 

In a second step it is necessary to identify which data sources are already available. Public administrations 
gather and possess a huge amount of data. Data that is gathered by another member of the public 
administration, another office, might be very relevant for your policy problem. Therefore it might be 
rewarding to look within the organization for data gathered by other offices. 

In addition, it is strongly advised to look outside the own organisation on what data is available. A first 
source to look at is the various open- and geospatial data portals available on a regional, national or even 
European level. Since these platforms exchange metadata, a comprehensive overview of government data 
sources is in most cases available as open data or available for other governments at no or low costs. More 
and more, mostly live data is available via an API. Developer platforms as Github are often used as the 
channel to find datasets unlocked via APIs.  

If the data that is required to tackle the policy problem is not yet available we can identify new possible 
data sources. This can include data that the public administration collects themselves, data that will be 
collected by an external partner or data that has already been collected by an external partner. While 
exploring new possible data sources it might be worthwhile to consider unconventional data sources, such 
as telecom data or social media data. During this process dare to think outside of the box and dare to 
explore new ideas. 

  

4.2.2 Data accessibility 

If an external collaboration is set up with external partners an agreement needs to be reached on who 
owns the data. Data ownership is big business and too often data that is necessary for a policy problem is 
not accessible to the public administration, even if they paid for the development of the software that 
collects the data. In addition data is often available in different formats, often making it difficult to combine 
several datasets. Solutions such as data brokers, that integrate data sources with varying formats to come to 
new conclusions, have been developed to help overcome this issue. 

Evidently, smart cities generate a lot of data. This data is usually gathered by external partners, rendering it 
difficult for the public administration that is responsible for the city to use the data for new insights. 
Regularly the same company is involved to gather the data for different cities. Cities can collaborate to 
demand ownership of the data and have more weight in the negotiations. As a government, ensure that 
data availability is part of your contracts with external partners. This can comprise the raw data or data 
that has been anonymized or pseudonymized, depending on which level of precision is required by the 
government and which restrictions are imposed by the privacy law. 
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4.2.3 Data Quality  aspects 

Once the data is available it is necessary to assess its quality and completeness. The PoliVisu pilots often 
discovered that the quality of the data was insufficient for proper analyses or visualizations. This is part of 
the experimental process, where first data is gathered, then checked and in a next step new data is gathered 
with the information obtained in the earlier steps in mind.  

To improve the quality of the data, data cleaning is an essential step. Even though this is a time consuming 
process it is indispensable. Make sure enough time is foreseen to perform data cleaning and consider 
engaging an external partner with more expertise to perform this task. 

During the process of gathering data technical difficulties might occur such as outages that cause missing 
data. Try to think as much as possible beforehand how you will deal with the missing data. Several 
statistical techniques are available. At the same time try to make the data gathering process as flexible as 
possible, allowing the process to be evaluated and revised at certain times to integrate what is learned 
during the process. 

Sometimes the data quality is just not good enough to use for analyses or visualisations. Data cleaning can 
remove incorrect or incomplete data records but will not correct or replace them. Neither can it remediate 
bad data definitions. Data quality must be assured from the creation of data throughout the whole lifecycle. 
Therefore data management and data governance are indispensable for a data-conscious organisation.  

Generally spoken data quality itself and metadata about data quality are two points of great concern. The 
availability of more and more live smart city data increases the need for (automated) data quality 
processes.  

 

4.2.4 Technical data aspects 

Interoperability programs as Inspire, ISA2 in Europe, and ISO are essential to ensure that datasets can be 
combined geographically and cross-silo. It is important that your datasets are in line with those standards to 
ensure a minimal level of interoperability. API based live smart city datasets and sensor data, in general, add 
a new layer of complexity on the technical requirements in terms of availability and data exchange.  

Organisations are forced to shift their data supply from downloadable datasets to services and from big 
datasets, to smaller tailor-made data provision mechanisms that are more flexible to use.  

APIs and easy to use web services (for example, restful instead of SOAP) are becoming increasingly 
important to serve customers needs.  

 

4.2.5 Data anonymization and privacy 

Based on the findings in Deliverable 4.5. it is clear that data anonymization and pseudonymization 
techniques including irreversible hashing periods are one of the most difficult and also privacy sensitive 
data preparation issues. These techniques are relatively new to cities and more research about the 
watertightness is needed. Researching the watertightness asks for a case by case approach and is labor 
intensive. Beside the used algorithm especially more research is needed related to avoid personalizing 
individual cases. As a general rule it is also a matter of data protection to ensure that the pseudonymised 
data should be processed as close as possible to the data source. 

In case of obtaining data from third parties, It is essential to check if the organisation has taken the 
necessary precaution measures to assure data protection. A first essential check is to ask for a declaration 
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that the information provided is in line with the GDPR legislation. A series of checks, as listed in chapter 6.3. 
of deliverable D4.5 Can also help to assess rapidly if the organisation is a trustful data supplier. 

The way data is protected, is mostly a process that takes place under the bonnet. The lack of transparency is 
one of the aspects why people have questions and often doubts about the protection of their privacy. The 
way data is visualised is considered as “the window” on the anonymisation process. Even the fact that in 
most cases there is an important difference between what is stored in the database and what is visualised. 
The visualisation itself is crucial to create trust. 

Because the difference between what can be viewed and what is stored it is recommended to be 
transparent about what is stored in the database and what anonymisation techniques were used so that 
they could be subjected to external expert reviews. 

Providing extra context about the used methodology is absolutely vital from a thrust perspective. 

From a democratic perspective; we must be cautious in what kind of data we use. Locating students with 
their smartphones sounds right in the Ghent case, but can be used for dangerous and undemocratic 
purposes like preventing student protest. 

 

4.3 Tools and visualizations 

4.3.1 Tools 

To make the link between data and policy making data processing and visualisation tools are essential. These 
tools allow to gather data, combine data sources and visualize data and insights. Good visualisation tools 
for policy making allow you to get real insights in the data and can help you to make predictive and what if 
analysis. Those functionalities indicate that a lot is expected from a tool. However, a tool does not need to 
be perfect from the beginning and doesn’t need to offer all the functionalities at once.Once the data is 
available in a qualitative way that fits your policy making purposes it is possible to change to a different tool 
at any time in the process. The vital task is to search for a toolset that supports most of your requirements 
and that allows you to start experimenting. You start with a tool and evaluate what is going well with the 
tool and what could be improved, what more you could want from it. If a chosen tool does not suffice you 
can consider to explore the market and switch to a new tool. There are many options available, do not 
hesitate to make your wishes clear.  

The advantage of using tools is that they can be used by other public administrations with similar data 
processing and visualisation desires as well. If a suitable tool is found or developed other public 
administrations might be interested too. This poses several advantages. First if multiple local governments 
employ the same tool this can significantly reduce the cost of development. Second, it also allows for more 
straightforward communication between public administrations because the tool and visualizations are the 
same. Some pre-processed data can be reused as well since they are already connected to the tool. 
However, it should always be possible to evaluate and improve the tool. If a public administration wishes to 
add some changes, this should always be possible. Flexibility and possibility to experiment should be the 
main characteristics of a tool fit for data driven policy making. 

 

4.3.2 Visualizations 

From tools and analyses, visualisations arise. Visualisations are the preferred way of communicating with 
people who have less affinity with data. Visualisations can be used to start a conversation. They can show 
the situation as it is, where difficulties are situated, and how policy decisions can change and improve the 
situation.  

Visualisations are a work in progress. They can continuously be improved to ensure that they are easy to 
comprehend and reflect the situation of the policy problem without bias. Constructing the perfect 
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visualisation is a challenging and time consuming task. The visualisations should not be too complex and 
“only” based on the most relevant data., Those visualisations they should be easy to understand, but still 
give a correct view on the situation. Visualisations can continuously be improved until a final form is 
reached, and regardless of whether they are in their final form or still being improved, they can always be 
used to aid and guide the conversation about a policy problem. 

Using the right, qualitative and recent data is vital to focus the discussion on the visualisation results and 
not on the data itself. It is also a good idea to get a quality stamp of a neutral partner on the visualisation 
you use. The visualisation of the Flanders accident map is considered as the most qualitative accident map 
available as two trusted institutes on road safety support it. 

  

4.4 Re-use of visualisations and tools 

PoliVisu supports the idea of re-usable visualisations and tools. Two tools were re-used to show the 
potential of using the same tools and visualisation methods in two different member states. The road 
accident data and traffic modelling data in Belgium and the Czech Republic were used in the same 
application with only minimal changes to the tools and visualisation methods. 

Those experiments not only shows the replicability but also the maturity level of well-developed tools and 
visualisation methods. It turned out that setting up a second environment is a real test towards a further 
roll-out, commercialisation and cost-reduction.  

The fact that a visualisation method is used in different cities and policy networks provides also trust that 
the used way is neutral and well advised. 
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Conclusion 

This deliverable wanted to provide suggestions for data-driven policy making based on the experiences of 
the PoliVisu pilots. 

We have seen that the policy making process is not sequential but iterative and that the different stages 
overlap. This complexity requires a close-knit collaboration from various interests, backgrounds and 
expertise to achieve data-driven policy making.   

As no individual combines all the required skills, a smart and organised interdisciplinary collaboration, with 
clear agreements on roles, responsibilities and data ownership is essential. 

It would help if you were familiar with tools adapted to usage in the public sphere, to integrate data and use 
it across partners, perform analyses and construct visualisations. These tools should be flexible, allowing 
them to be evaluated, improved or exchanged with another one at any given time. This concurs with the 
iterative approach to policy making. It also means that no substantial upfront investment in tooling is 
advised. 

The quintessential tip or starting point is that visualisations are valuable instruments in policy making. It can 
kickstart and guide discussions concerning policy problems. From early in the project on visualisations need 
to be added and adapted according to the debate. These visualisations can be improved during the project, 
but using visualisations to reflect insights gained from data at any point during the process is vital. This 
deliverable provides you with the findings and lessons learned based on experiments in several European 
cities in Belgium, the Czech Republic and France. Other cities in different countries can easily adopt those 
experiments. Two experiments in PoliVisu already show the replicability of the used tools and visualisations 
between pilot cities and regions in different EU member states. 
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Annex 1 

Tables with anekdotes from the PoliVisu pilots concerning what went well and what went wrong, grouped by 

stage and step in the PoliVisu policy making model. These anekdotes are the source of information for 

section 4. The same experiences grouped by theme can be found in this document:  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KXzyRsmnab4nfEM781SF0Qk-EZnFrXcfXb3zDQdeWxc/edit 

 

7.1 Data-supported policy making 
7.1.1 Policy design 
 

What went well 

Issy-Les-Moulineaux 

Issy could understand the value of data in defining and evaluating such policies, with a particular interest on 
dashboards. It was particularly possible to understand how to work on such projects and to identify the real needs in 
a data strategy taking into account (big) data, mainly on the side of potential need to co-create on the ground. 

The various iterations allowed to create a real working group in the City and a real (big) data strategy, with a 
particular interest in defining visualisations for policy making. This passed the simple need about the creation, 
making the City departments starting to define dashboards to follow KPIs.  

Ghent 

The screening of available data provided an overview of the different data sources on student housing that were 
(assumed to be) circulating in the administration. The quality analysis provided a clear and substantiated answer on 
why the available data was not satisfactory to respond to the policy questions. This screening and evaluation was a 
necessary step to outline the data problem and the starting point to identify new or improved data collection 
strategies.  

Visualisations of the available data suggested interesting insights and gave an idea of the potential of further data-
analysis (if more qualitative data was available). This was used as a starting point for discussions with stakeholders in 
city administration to define better data collection strategies.  

An exploratory meeting was organised with data scientist of Proximus and data analysts and domain experts of the 
city of Ghent. The potential of mobile phone data for the pilot case were explored and analysis idea's listed. A first 
analysis phase were defined and a collaboration agreement was established. 

A private partner collects Wifi sniffing data on multiple locations in the city. 

In order to collect and clean administrative data a collaboration with Digipolis (IT-partner) was organised. Data-
engineers of Digipolis assist data-engineers of the city of Ghent to access and collect data from operational systems. 
After data-engineers and analysts of the city of Ghent design the data cleaning and analysis process, the data-
engineers and developers of Digipolis automate the data access and data processing and provide the stakeholders 
with tools to consult and visualise the resulting cleaned and related data. 

Meetings with stakeholders and domain experts are organised to gain insight in the related operational processes 
and data content.  

Students were successfully detected. The first analyses were performed on student activity (time spent on locations 
during day, evening and night), and location profiles (residential or non-residential area for students). After 
interpretation and evaluation of the results by data-analysts and domain experts of the city of Ghent, a second 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KXzyRsmnab4nfEM781SF0Qk-EZnFrXcfXb3zDQdeWxc/edit
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analysis iteration was defined.  

Flanders 

There is a clear interest in the heatmap. Thanks to the heatmap, the Flemish and Federal traffic safety institute 
became aware of the importance of local data and knowledge to influence the National and Regional safety goals.  

 

What went wrong 

Issy-Les-Moulineaux 

Issy didn't meet really blocking points, but it had to face various barriers, mainly on data and its costs. 

The definition and creation of the solution, including the management of the data itself, was more complicated than 
expected. 

Use of social network data didn’t work and it had to be dropped.  

Ghent 

Data availability is an important bottleneck for data analysis and data visualization but is often hidden to policy 
makers. Demonstrating why there is no easy answer to a data question can be time consuming and challenging. 
Especially when the data collection solutions require (long term) investments and do not provide instant return for 
the initial the policy question.  

Insufficient data detail and data reliability to draw useful conclusions about quantitative dimensions of the problem. 
The available data could not provide adequate answers to the policy questions.  
 
The common bottleneck of insufficient availability or quality of data is more easily explained and accepted if 
accompanied by some provisory analysis results and visualisations, using the incomplete data. 
 
The unreliability of the analysis results is an inconvenient remark that must constantly be emphasized. In the absence 
of better information, stakeholders are tempted to use incomplete or unreliable data.  

Results of the first analysis phase were not detailed enough to derive relevant and reliable insights on student 
activity.  
 
An iterative approach was adopted for the analysis. Every iteration ends with a feedback loop to interpret the results 
and refine the analysis questions for the next iteration.  

Need of more data scientists competences in the project consortium. 
 
=> Importance of collaboration of different competences: decision maker, data analyst/data scientists, data-
engineer, developer 

Because of this extensive access procedure the city of Ghent was not able to obtain Facebook social media data. 

The use of Twitter as a big data source for data-driven decision making raises multiple questions about the 
representativeness. 

The data exploration of wifi sniffing data was delayed by lack of access to raw sensor data. 
 
=> An iterative approach of data collection and exploratory analyses was adopted to efficiently assess the potential 
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of data for the policy question.  

 

 

Policy formulation 
 

What went well 

Ghent 

A set of cleaned thematic data was related to the reference data of buildings and building parts. This permits 
combination of thematic data to derive information on function and usage of buildings and building parts. 

Example analyses on building types, functions and usage are visualized in a dynamic PowerBI dashboard to illustrate 
the importance of qualitative data to domain experts and policy makers.  
 

Pilsen 

Very well prepared first version of Traffic accidents in Pilsen app and Municipal Police Events app. 

Traffic model was spatially aligned to street net network and has become bidirectional 

Very well prepared first version of Map of traffic in Pilsen app 

Flanders 

There is a clear interest in the heatmap. Thanks to the heatmap, the Flemish and Federal traffic safety institute 
became aware of the importance of local data and knowledge to influence the National and Regional safety goals.  

Very positive feedback.  

 

What went wrong 

Ghent 

Some data sources could not be used for privacy reasons.  

Identifying and collection of data is time consuming and challenging for lack of documentation of data structure or 
data content.  

Most data is locked up in data silo's. Direct and automated access to up-to-date data is not possible for most 
administrative data. 
 
=> pilot project focussed on a part of the data problem permits to clearly define and illustrate more structural 
bottlenecks in usage of administrative data for data analyses and policy making.  

Reference data of addresses or building parts is not used in most operational systems. This causes low data quality. 
Linking to reference data is required to combine thematic data for analysis.  

A complex cleaning process is required before data can be used for analysis. Because of low data quality at the 
sources some data is lost in the cleaning process.  
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=> visualisation of partial results illustrates the potential and the importance of qualitative data to domain experts 
and policy makers.  

Lack of common definitions complicates combination of multiple sources for analysis.  

Combination of the collected and cleaned administrative data provides useful information on building functions and 
usage and potential student residences. Still the buildings with unknown function or usage can contains neglected 
buildings, 2th residences, unregistered habitants and students. Clear detection of student residences requires extra 
data to be registered during administrative processes.  

Pilsen 

Problematic transition from sample acquisition to complete data acquisition with their subsequent update 

The time required to improve the traffic model has delayed the preparation of the TM application. Problems with 
gathering information about planned traffic restrictions. 

Problems with data provided by traffic detectors (outages and missing data) cause incorrect visualization of traffic in 
the application 

Flanders 

Negotiating with the Federal police about a longer term data agreement was difficult to achieve.  

The visualisation is however deemed complex for (all) civilians. 
 
=> Create story telling engine to deliver stories to the public on top of the visualisation 

 

 

7.1.2 Policy implementation 
On-going monitoring + communication 
 

What went well 

Issy-Les-Moulineaux 

Definition of a collaboration with two local companies (one startup) to support the pilot with a potential on longer 
collaborations.  

Useful data is not easy to have and, when available, it is not always easy to be analysed due to open formats. 

To communicate to the population it is necessary to talk to people on real time and with the right tools (mainly 
smartphones), then the inclusion of such tool in the project was positive.  

Pilsen 

Deployment of API in Docker technology as required by city IT engineers. 

 

What went wrong 
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Issy-Les-Moulineaux 

Lack of data was limiting the work done.  

Discussing with an external company is clearly long to define a common understanding. 

Pilsen 

Communication with both police is always complicated. They are worried about their data and the response is 
lengthy. Some of their publicly presented data are not suitable for automatic machine processing. 

 


